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Factorization of Transformations over a Local Ring 
AHSTRA(:T 
Let V be a finitely generated free module over a local ring H . and n an invertible 
linear transformation for V. Then T is a product of simple mappings. In adtlition, the 
determinant of each simple factor but one can be chosen to 1~ any given unit in R. 
T11e snrallest number of factors needed is not greater than r t 1. where r is the 
cotlinrension of the vector space that is associated with the nrotlule of vectors fixed 
under 97. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The famous Cartan-Dieudoml& theorem [l, p. 1291 states that each 
isometry of an n-dimensional vector space is a product of JI or fewer 
reflections. It is possible to give for each isometry 7~ the minimal mmlber of 
reflections needed to express T as a product of reflections [ 171. Similar results 
are known for many other classical groups; see e.g. [7], [8], and the references 
given there. 
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Scherk’s theorem [ 171 allows us for instance to calculate the determinant 
of MI orthogonal transformation 7~ from the knowledge of the dimension of 
the space of fixed vectors of 7 alone. An application can be found e.g. iii [ 161. 
<:eometry provides further motivation to study the factorization of a 
tlalrsforination into a minimal number of simple mappings. In this connection 
F. Rachrna~~~~ [2, p. Ml] coined the phrase “length problem” and remarked 
that the solrltion of the length problem will be nseful for the sohttion of the 
clialacterization problem. The characterization of transformation groups is a 
recllrring inlportant theme in geometry. 
Gradually the scope of study of classical groups and geometries has been 
widened to include modules over rings and the corresponding Hjelmslev 
geometries; see e.gl [3], [12], [13], [14], [15], and [2]. Analogues of Scherk’s 
theorem for isometries over special rings have been proved by H. Ishibashi 
[lOI> PlJ. 
The general linear group of an rl-dimensional vector space is generated by 
simple mappings, and it is known that n - t factors are sllfficient to express a 
tlansforlnation T as a product of simple mappings, if t is the dimension of 
the slibspace of all vectors that are fixed under 57. This result can be 
strengthened. Every transformation 7~ is a product of transvections and one 
dilatation. Let T E GL( V); what is the minimal number of transvections 
needed to express 71 in that way? We also would like to express 7~ as a 
prodllct of simple mappings where some of the mappings are reflections and 
sonle are transvections, or in general, we want each simple factor but one to 
have a specified determinant. The answers to these questions for vector 
spaces over fields and skewfields are given in [7] and [S]. 
\Ve shall tackle similar questions for trallsformatiolls 7 E GL( ‘I’), where V 
is a module over a local ring. In order to do that we have to develop new 
techniqlles, mostly due to the fact that not every submodule is a subspace. As 
a consequence we cannot proceed in the coordinate free fashion which is so 
successful ill vector spaces. On the contrary, we shall always have to make 
sllre that sliitable bases exist. In Section 2 we lay the groundwork. 
Our main results are stated in Theorems 5 and 10. We obtain upper 
bounds for the minimal number of factors. These bounds are the same as for 
vector spaces. But there they are also lower bounds. For a module over a 
valuation ring we arrive in Theorem 5 at the same results as for vector spaces. 
This is due to the dimension formula for intersections as stated in Lemma 3. 
Conversely, Lemma 4 reveals that if this dimension formula holds, then the 
local ring has to be a valuation ring. 
III Theorem 6 we show that in many modules over local rings there are 
lllappilrgs that ca11 lx factored into fewer than r simple mappings, where r is 
the lIpper bound of Theorem 5. At the end of the paper we state an open 
prol~lem. 
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9 i. NOTATION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
We shall set up our notation. For some details we refer e.g. to [13, 
Chapter I]. 
Let R be a local ring and A its maximal ideal. Then R/A is a field, aud 
R + R/A: r ---) r + A is a homomorphism. The coset r + A aud the field 
R/A will be denoted by i aud R, respectively. 
Let V be an R-module. Then AV is a submodule, V/AV is its quotieut 
module, aud 12 : V + V/AV: t 1 + o + AV is a module homomorphism. 
For a+il~R/A and D+AVEV/AV we define (a+A)(c+AV)= 
(YV + AV. Theu V/AV is a vector space over R. The coset c + AV aud the 
vector space V/AV will be denoted by C aud v, respectively. 
For cEVaud CIER wehaveG=cuo+AV=(a+A)(c+AV)=nz?. 
If c’ is a submodule of V, then F is a subspace of v. 
If V is a finitely generated free R-module, i.e. V = Rx,@ . . . @Rx,,, 
where x, E V for i = 1,. . . , n, theu V= Rx,@ . @Rx,,. 
We shall always assume that R is a local ring aud V a fiuitely generated 
free R-module. 
Our endeavor is to generalize results that are known for vector spaces 
over fields. Modules over local rings show a number of similarities to vector 
spaces, but for instance bases are not as readily available iu our more general 
situatiou. The next few lemmas shall provide the tools we ueed to pursue our 
goal. 
It is easy to see that if {x r,. . . , x,, } is a basis for V and y = I:‘= ,cx,x,, 
where (Y, E R for i = 1,. . . , n arid (Y,. is a mlit, then { xi,. . . , x, ,, 
Y> x, / I>“‘, x,, } is also a basis for V. We shall use this fact frequeutly in our 
proofs without especially mentioning it. 
Nakayama’s lemma (e.g. [13, p. 71) yields 
LEMMA 1. Let U he u suhodule of V such tlzut F = V. 71wn I: = V. 
The followiug lemma is obvious. 
LEMlLiA 2. I,et U he II suhinorlule of V und { xi,. , x:,, } N this for F. 
Thfw tlzfw is u husis ( x1,. , x ,,,, , x,, } for V sud2 thut {x,, . , x,,, } C I: 
NII~X,=X~ fori=l,..., vn. 
A commutative ring R with mlit element in which for any N, j3 E R 
either (Y I ,8 or ,B I a is called a whation ring. It is easy to see that a valuation 
riug is a local riug. 
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LEMMA 3. Let R he a valuation ring. If CJ and H ure turn submodules of 
V .sw/z that dim g = n - 1, then dim 0 - 1 = dim( U 17 H ). 
Proof. Since g is a hyperplane of v, there is some u E V such that 
H u { ii } generates v. Thus H= v. Now Lemma 1 yields H + Ra = V. 
Let dim 0 = r; then by Lemma 2 there is a basis { x I,. . . , x,, . . . , x ,, ) for V 
sllch that {x,,..., xI} c Cr. Now xi = h; + a,~, where h, E H and (Y, E R for 
i=l >...1 r. Since R is a valuation ring, we may assume crI divides (Y,, . . , a,. ,. 
For i = l,..., r - 1 let (Y, = (Y~(Y, and put xi = X, - (Y{x,. The11 
{w; )...) x; ,‘X,. )...) x,,)i&asisforVand{x; ,..., x_s_,}cUnH. 
Consequently, (q, . . ,x: _ I, T,, . ,T,,} is a basis for V and (xi,. . . , xi ,} c 
I7 n H, which implies r - 1 < dim( U n H ). q 
From o11r next lemma we learn that the property of Lemma :3 is 
characteristic for valuation rings. 
First a few definitions: 
A sllbmodnle (7 of V is a suhspmce of V if there is a basis { x ,, . , x ,, ) for 
V such that Ir = Rx, $ . . . CD Rx, for some 0 < r < n. Then dim c = r. We 
also write dim I: = r. 
Let CT and fJ be s&spaces of V of dimensions 2 and n - 1, respectively. 
Then we say c’ is a plane and M is a hyperplme of V. 
LEMMA 4. If dimv > 3 cd if there is (I hypcrplmc~ H of V sd~ thut 
dim( IT n Ii ) >, 1 for every plane Ii, then R is n vducdion ring. 
Proof. Let { x,, . , x,, ) be a basis for V such that H = Rx, 
CD . . . @Rx,, ,. For each (Y, PER we define I!=R(x,+cux,,)@R(x,+ 
ps,,). Then ci is a plane. Since dim( Lr n H) >, 1, there is some u E I! n H 
slich that U # 0. Then according to our definition of the plane CT we obtain 
11 = y( X, + ax ,, ) + S( x2 + ,8x ,I ) for some y, 6 E R. Since U f 0, either y or S, 
say y is not in rl. Since u E CT n H and n >, 3, we have yn + S,8 = 0. Hence 
Ly=-y ‘Sp, i.e. /3 I a. Thus R is a valuation ring. n 
3. PRODUCTS OF SIMPLE MAPPINGS 
Let Hom,,( V), or simply Hom( V), be the set of all R-linear mappings of 
V into V. Let GL,( V), or simply GL( V), be the group of bijections in 
Ibnr( v ). 
For 7; E Nom(V) we define F(r) = ker(T - 1) = {I; E V I vr= c}. 
Clearly F( 7~ ) is a submodule of V. Here it will be called the fix of 7: often 
I:( T) is called the fixed module of 7~. 
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Let{x-, ,..., x,,}=Xbe a basis for V, X) = S \ x , , and H, the coordinate 
hyperplane generated by X, for i = 1,. . , n. An elementary transvection or 
an elementary dilatation as defined in [ 13, p. 141 is a mapping in GL( V ), 
distinct from the identity, whose fix contains one of the hyperplanes II,. 
We drop the reference to a specific basis and call a mapping u simple if 
u # 1 and if F(a) contains a hyperplane H, or equivalently, if dim F( CJ) = 
n - 1. Let S be the set of all simple mappings in GL( V). 
It is known (see e.g. [13, p. 181) that every T E GL( V) is a product of 
simple mappings. (This is in fact tiue for modules over more general rings; 
see e.g. [14, p. 511.) 
Let reGL(V) such that r=ui ,..., u,, where U,ES for i=l,..., t. A 
factorization of r into simple mappings is normally not unique. The smallest 
nonnegative integer for which such a factorization is possible is called the 
length of 7~: it will be denoted by I( a). If 71 is the identity map, then clearly 
I( 77 ) = 0. 
We are now ready for our first factorization theorem. We determine the 
length of 7~ E GL( V) under the extra assumption that R is a vahiation ring. 
In the general case we obtain an upper bound for I( T). 
THEOREM 5. Let T E GL( V ). Tlrcn rr is (I product of simpk muppings 
in GL(V), nnd l(r) < codimF( r). Zf R is u valucrtion ring, then l(~) = 
codim F ( 7~ ) 
Proof. We shall use induction on codim F(T). First assume 
codimF(r)= 0; then dimF(r)= n, which implies F( r ) = v. By Lemma 1 
we get F(r) = V and therefore I(r) = 0. 
We assume now that our theorem is true for x E GL(V) with dimF( x) B 
r, and we show that it is true for r E GL(V) with dimF( r) = r - 1 < n. 
By Lemma 2 there is a basis X = { xi,. . . , x,, } for V such that 
{x I,..., r,-,} c F(T) and (X 
+ . . . + a,~,, where 
i:tz];h;Pasl,fs z L;i “;t= ;t”l 
+ Ly,x,n-’ = a,xi + . . . + ly,pp_l + a,x; + . . . + a,,x; I. If 
-- 
LY,, . . . , cx, E A,then X, = ai<+ . . . + a,_ lx,p 1. This is a contradiction, since 
- {<,..., <} is a ba f sis or V. Therefore at least one C-Z, with s > r is a unit. 
Then Y= {xi ,..., x,_r,x:,xS+i ,..., x”} is a basis for V. 
If r=s, then X\{x,} =Y 1(x:}. We define u~Hom(V) by x7=x, 
for i f Y and (XT)” = x,. Then u E GL(V), since Y” = X. Obviously u E S. 
If r # s, then 
X’= {x1 )...) x, l’x&.x,, I,..., x, IrX,.+X:,X.,,l,...,X,,} 
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{x ,,...‘x,~,,x,.,x,+ ,,..‘, x, ,,x,+x;,x ,,,,.“,. I,, 
are Ijases for V. We define u E Hom( V ) by 
\../O = 1, where X”= ‘Y’\ (x7) and (s;)“=x,. 
Then o E GL( V), since X’” = 1”. Obviously u E S. 
We coml)ine the two cases r = ,s and r + s again. Clearly ( x ,, . , x,. ‘, c 
I;( ru ), and therefore dim F( TCJ ) > r. By our hypothesis I( mu ) < codim F( ~TU ).
Thl~ 1(r) < l(r;u)+ 1 < codimF( 7~). 
Finally we assume that R is a valuation ring. Let 57 = u, . u, with u, E S 
for i = 1,. . . , r. We apply Lemma 3 and get n - r < dim F( 7~ ) ant1 therefore 
codim F( YT ) < r; in particular codim F( r ) < 1( 7~). 
The following theorem shows that for many modules V there are 7~ in 
CL( \’ ) such that I( 7 ) < codim F( 7 ). 
We first observe that any finitely generated ideal H of a local ring R has 
a minimal system of generators. 
hof. Let {x1 ,..., xI1} be a basis for V. Put I’= $,‘:,Rx,, W= 
@ ,‘L,Rtcl where lc;, =x, +0,x,,, +l for i = l,..., 111, and Z= @j’)51P, ,Rx,. 
TllellV=I’~Rx,,,+,~Z=W~Rx,,,.,~Z. Define 
a=1 onI:@Z and xil+,=x,+x ,,,,,, 
and 
p=l on WQZ and ~f),,_~=x~+x,~,,,. 
First we show F(a) = li 63 Z. Clearly Z’ @ Z c E( u ). Take any x E F( u ) 
a~rcl write x = 11 + yx,),+ I + z, y E R, u E li, and 2 E Z. Then, s = x ” im- 
plies y = 0. Thus F(u) = U G3 Z. Similarly we see F(p) = U7 @3 Z. Hence u 
and p are in S. 
Next we show F( p)n F(u) c % + AV. Take any y E F( p)n F(u), and 
write y = (x:1 ,a,~,) + z, where 6, E R for i = 1,. . , t~l, and z E %. Since 
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y = y”. we have C:‘l,,S,j3, = 0. Hence, by the minimality of { /3,,. . . , ,8,,, }, \ve 
have { S,, . . . , a,,, } c A and so y is contained in Z + AV. Thus F( p ) f’ I;( u ) 
c % + ill’. 
Finally we show F(po)=F(p)nF(a). Clearly F(p)nF(a)CF(pu). 
No\v let r be in F( pa). Then t‘ “=u+Xx, for some PER and u=(c+ 
hs,)” = u + hx, + /lx, for some p E R. Hence X = p = 0, which implies c is 
in F(p)c F(u) and so F(p)n F(u) = F(pu). 
Therefore, putting r = pa, we have F( 71 ) = Z. Since dim Z = II - ( 111 + I), 
we see that codim F( T) = 111 + 1 3 :3. Hence I( 71) f 0,l and therefore (( 7 ) 
= 2. n 
If R is not a vahlation ring, then there is some ideal H in R with the 
property required in Theorem 6. Namely, then there are elements fl,, & E R 
sllch that p, i ,8, and & t /3,. Thus { fi,, p,} ‘. is a minimal system of generators 
for the ideal R generated by { ,8,, ,B, ) (see [ 13, p. 8, Theorem 1.2(c)]). 
If u is a simple mapping, then F(u) is in general not a subspace. But for 
modl~les over special local rings F( u ) is a subspace. This is well known if R is 
a field. We shall see now that it is sufficient to require that R be a local 
domain. 
Proof. If F(u) is a hyperplane, then obviously dimF( u ) = !I - 1, i.e., u 
is simple. 
Conversely, let u be simple. Then F( ) . u 1s a hyperplane of v. By Lemma 
2 there is a basis {x1 ,..., x,} for V such that {x1 ,..., x,,_~} C F(u). Let 
U= Rx,@ ... @Rx_,. Then U c F(u). We shall see that U= F(u): Let 
x E F(u); then x = u + (YX,, where u E U and (Y E R. Since x” = x and 
U” = U, we have (a~,)~ = (YX,. Hence a(~: - x,) = 0. Clearly xz - x,, f 0; 
otherwise u = 1. Now we conclude (Y = 0, since V is free and R has no zero 
divisors. Thus x = u E U. 
4. FACTORS WITH GIVEN DETERMINANTS 
We approach our main result. We intend to write ~7 E GL( V ) as a 
product of simple mappings, but not only do we want to use as few factors as 
possible; we require in addition that each factor but one have a specific 
determinant. 
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In the course of the proof we need another mapping: Assume ~7 E GL( V ); 
then we define 
t?:V+V:u+AV+c”+AV. 
This is possible because (AV)” c AV. It is easy to see that ?r E GL,( v) and 
that e= FX for 7r, x E GL(V). 
Let V be any vector space over a field K and LYE K \ (0). Then 
7: 0 --) cxv for all 0 E V is called a homothety. 
We start with two technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 8. Let T E GL(V) such that 71 is not a homothety module 
F( 7~). Then 2 < codimF( m), and for any unit (Y E R there is some u E S 
such that 
(a) det u = (Y and 
(11) dimF( T) + 1 < dimF( nu). 
If 3 < codim F( T), then u can he chosen such that in addition either (c) or 
(d) holds: 
(c) Z is not a homothety module F( ~a), 
(d) dimF(r)+2<dimF(au). 
Proof. Let dimF(m)=r-1. By Lemma 2 there is a basis {~I,...,x,,} 
for V such that (x1,..., x,_~} c F(m). 
Let x”=C;=,aiixj, o~,~E R, i = l,..., n. If q= Sip< for r < i, j < n, 
then 5? is a homothety modulo F(T). Th’ 15 contradicts our assumption. Thus 
either there are k, 1 E (r,. . . , n }, k # 1, such that q,# 0, or if (Y~,= 0 for 
k # I, then there are p, q E { r,. . . , n ) such that (ypP + (yyg. In the second case 
wechooseanewbasisforV:{~jIr:=x,fori#qandxl=x,+x,}.Then 
x-7 = (xp + x,,Y = (aypp - “y4)xP + %,4(Xy + xv). 
Now let xi” = C;=,CX{~CC~, tiij E R, i = l,... , n. Then c&f 0 and q f p. 
Therefore (returning to our original notation and renumbering if necessary), 
in any case we can assume that q+ 0, i.e., CY,,> is a unit for some s such that 
r < s. Now we intend to exhibit a simple mapping u satisfying conditions (a) 
and (1~). We first observe, putting y = xy - x,., that X,, = 
{x ,,“” ~~.~~,~:,x~+~,...,x,}, X,=(X,\{X~})U{~Y), and X2=(Xcj\ 
{x,})~{y} arebasesfor V. 
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We define u E Hom( V) by 
(i) a:x~+x,=x~-y, 
(ii) a:y+ay=y+(cu-l)y, 
(iii) u:xi+xi fori#r,s, l<i<n. 
Then u E GL(V), since Xg = Xi. Next we shall establish u E S: We see that 
{xiii z r, s, 1< i < n} u { y +(a- 1)x,“} is independent, since X, is a basis 
for V. Now we see that dimF( u) = n - 1, since u fixes y +(a - 1)x; and the 
elements described in (iii). Clearly {xi,. . . , x,_~, x,} C F(m); therefore 
dimF(?r)+l,<dimF(7ru). Finally, observing x,=x:-y and y”=ary, we 
obtain det u = cx. 
Now suppose 3 < codim F( 7~ ). If neither (c) nor (d) is true for our u, then 
we shall construct some simple mapping u’ as required in Lemma 8. 
Accordingly we assume ~TU is a homothety module F( ru ) and 
dim F(rru)= dim F(r) + 1. In particular, F(mu)=F(?T)@ Rx,= 
Rx,@ ... @Rx,. 
Clearly 2 < codimF( 7ru). Hence there is some t E { r + 1,. . , n } such 
that t # s. Consequently C,@ F( m). 
We define u’ E Hom( V) by 
(iv) u’: x;+x,=x;-y, 
(v) u’: Y+aY=Y+(a-l)Y, 
(vi) u’: x, -+ r, + Y> 
(vii) u’: x, -+ xi for i # r, s, t. 
Then u’ E GL(V), since X, and Xl’ are bases for V. Also, x,, (cr - 1)x: + y, 
ax;” + y + x, E F(u’) for i + r, s, t, and 
is independent, since X, is a basis for V. Thus u’ E S. Clearly 
{x xr-1, l,“‘, xv} c F(m’); th erefore dimF( r) + 1~ dimF( ru’). Finally 
det u’= (Y. 
If (d) holds for u’, then we are finished. So we may assume dim F( T) + 1 
=dimF(ru’). In particular F(m’)=m+R<=?i<@ ... @?r< and 
thus F( m’) = F(m). 
Since ru is a homothety modulo F( n-u), there is some d E R\ A and 
some z E V with Z E F( m) such that F;’ = &, + 5. Hence 2,” = &: I + 
;” ’ _ . Since t # r, s, we get xl”-’ = x,. 
We choose z E Rx,@ . .. @Rx,, i.e. z =C;=,(uixi, where (Y~ E R. By 
definition of u we have .ze ‘=E:~:a~x~+~~x:. Thus Y;‘=&, +C::iaix, 
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+ Lyxii 
r , 
and therefore 1c,“O’= d(X, + fj) + 5. Since Z E F( 71~) = F( au’), we 
get Xllv”‘= c?( X, + ij) modulo F( TU’). But c 4F( au’); therefore 7ru’ is not a 
homothety modulo F( au’). n 
LEMMA 9. Let 7~ E GL(V) such thut 71 is a homothety moddo F(T) 
and 2 < codim F(n). Then for any unit a E R there is some u E S such thnt 
(a) det u = (Y and 
(11) dimF(7r)<dimF(ru). 
In ddition either (c) or (d) holds: 
(c) z is not a homothety module F( 71~ ), 
(d) dimF( r) + 1~ dimF(na). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8, we assume dimF( r) = r - 1 and we 
choose abasis X= {xi ,..., x,~} for Vsuch that {xi ,..., xr_i} C F(r). Since 
2<codimF(vr),thereissomesE{r+l,...,n}. 
We define u E Hom( V ) by 
(1) x; = x, + x,, 
(2) x: = ox,, 
(3) x: = x, for i f r, s. 
Then u E GL( V ), since X0 is again a basis for V. Also, cr is contained in S, 
since {x,lifr,s and l<i<n}U{(l-a)x,+x,}cF(u) and {F,lifr,s 
and 1 < i < n } U((l- a)?,. + X,} is independent. Now {xl,. . . , x,._ I } C 
F( u ) implies dim F( T) < dim F( VU). Clearly det u = (Y. ~ ~ 
If (d) does not hold, i.e. if dimF( v) = dimF( xv), then F( VU) =F( T) = _- 
Rx,@ ... G3 Rx,._ 1. By assumption 2” = U; + r%Yr for some d E R\A and 
TV’ E Rx,@ . . . @ Rx,_ 1. Therefore FIT0 = (u:+dx,)“=Z+c~(x,+~,). Now 
u = 0 modulo F( ~a), d E R\A, and T < s imply <T(l(x, + x5) @ Rx,. modulo 
F( VU ). Thus 6% is not a homothety modulo F( ~a), i.e. (c) holds. n 
THEOREM 10. Let V he a finitely generated free R-module, where R is a 
local ring. For T E GL(V), put codimF( r) = r. Let E,, . , E, he units in R. 
Than there is some nonnegative integer t and there are simple mappings u, for 
l<i<tsuchthat~=u,... u,, det u, =Afor 1 < i < t, and t < r + 1. More- 
over, if + is not a homothety modulo F(T), then t < r. 
Proof. If codim F( T) = r = 0, then vr = 1 by Lemma 1. If codim F( n) = 
1, then r is simple. In both cases the theorem is true. If codim F( V) > 2, then 
the theorem is a consequence of our Lemmas 8 and 9. n 
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We would like to make a few comments on Theorem 10. We use the 
notation introduced there. 
If R is a valuation ring, then t > r by Theorem 5. Therefore, if 71 is not a 
homothety modulo F(a), then t = r, i.e., the number of factors given in 
Theorem 10 is in that case minimal. If 71 is a homothety modulo F( T ), then 
Theorems 5 and 10 yield t = r or t = r + 1. If R is a field, then it is known 
that t = r + 1 (see [4]). It is an open question whether this is still true for 
every valuation ring R. 
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